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Aspects of Control for a Parafoil and Payload System
Nathan Slegers¤ and Mark Costello†
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331
A parafoil controlled by parafoil brake de ection offers a lightweight and space-ef cient control mechanism
for autonomous placement of air-dropped payloads to speci ed ground coordinates. The work reported here
investigates control issues for a parafoil and payload system with left and right parafoil brakes used as the control
mechanism.It is shown thatparafoilandpayloadsystems can exhibit two basicmodesof lateral control, namely,roll
and skid steering. These twomodes of lateral steering generate lateral response in oppositedirections. For example,
a roll steer con guration turns left when the right parafoil brake is activated, whereas a skid steer con guration
turns right under the same control input. In transition between roll and skid lateral steering, the lateral response is
zero, and the system becomes uncontrollable.Angle of incidence, canopy curvature of the parafoil, and magnitude
of brake de ections are important design parameters for a controllable parafoil and payload system and greatly
effect control response, including whether the basic lateral control mode is roll or skid steering. It is shown how
the steering mode switches when fundamental design parameters are altered and as the magnitude of the brake
de ection increases. The mode of directional control transitions toward roll steering as the canopy curvature
decreases or the angle of incidence becomes more negative. The mode of directional control transitions away from
the roll steering mode as the magnitude of the brake de ection increases, and for “large” brake de ections most
parafoils will always skid steer.
Nomenclature
Ab = payload reference area
Ai = reference area of i th panel of parafoil canopy
CbD = drag coef cient of payload
C pDi = drag coef cient of i th panel of parafoil canopy
CLi = lift coef cient of i th panel of parafoil canopy
Cl0 ;Cm0 ;Cn0 = rolling, pitching, and yawing moment
coef cients from no brake de ection
Cl± ;Cm ± ;Cn± = rolling, pitching, and yawing moment
coef cients from a brake de ection
Cx0 ;C y0 ;Cz0 = force coef cients from no brake de ection
Cx± ;Cy± ;Cz± = force coef cients from a brake de ection
FbA; F
p
A = aerodynamic force on payload and parafoil
in their respective frames
Fxc; Fyc; Fzc = components of joint constraint force
in an inertial frame
Ib; I p = inertia matrix of payload and parafoil
IF ; IM = apparent mass force and moment
coef cient matrices
Kc;Cc = rotational stiffness and damping
coef cients of joint C
MA = moment on parafoil caused by steady
aerodynamic forces
MUA = moment on payload caused by unsteady
aerodynamic forces
Mxc;Myc;Mzc = components of joint constraintmoment
in an inertial frame
mb;m p = mass of payload and parafoil
pb; qb; rb = components of angular velocity of payload
in payload reference frame .b/
pp; qp; r p = components of angular velocity of parafoil
in parafoil reference frame .p/
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Tb = transformationmatrix from inertial reference
frame to payload reference frame
Ti = transformationmatrix from i th panel’s
reference frame to parafoil reference frame
Tp = transformationmatrix from inertial reference
frame to parafoil reference frame
Tti = transformationmatrix from inertial
reference frame to i th command
trajectory reference frame
u A; vA; wA = components of relative air velocity of apparent
mass center in parafoil reference frame
ub; vb;wb = components of relative air velocity of mass
center of payload in payload reference frame
u i ; vi ; wi = components of relative air velocity of
aerodynamic center of panel i in i th frame
Vs = magnitude of velocity vector of mass center
of payload
x; y; z = components of position vector of point C
in an inertial frame
Px; Py; Pz = components of velocity vector of point C
in an inertial frame
xca; yca ; zca = components of vector from pointC to apparent
mass center in parafoil reference frame
xcb; ycb; zcb = components of vector from point C to mass
center of payload in payload reference frame
xcp; ycp; zcp = components of vector from point C to mass
center of parafoil in parafoil reference frame
xpa; ypa; zpa = components of vector from parafoil mass
center to apparent mass center in parafoil
reference frame
´ = angle of incidence
Áb; µb; Ãb = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of payloadQÁb; Qµb; QÃb = payload Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles
for roll constraintmoment computation
Á p; µ p; Ãp = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of parafoilQÁ p; Qµ p; QÃp = parafoil Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles
for roll constraintmoment computation
Ãti = angle between inertial reference frame and i th
command trajectory reference frame
Introduction
T O produce rapidlydeployableand ready  ghting units,weaponsystemdevelopershave recognizedthe drivingneed to quickly
station large numbers of soldiers, along with their equipment in
low density over a large land area. Use of this troop and equipment
deployment strategy requires autonomous air delivery of many in-
dividual equipment packages to speci c rendezvous points. One
concept to realize this goal is to equip each individual packagewith
a parafoiland inexpensiveguidanceand controlmodule so that each
package can steer itself to a prespeci ed rendezvous point after re-
lease from a delivery aircraft.
Detaileddynamic simulationof the  ightmechanicsof parachute
and load systems appears to have commenced with the work of
Wolf, who considered the stability of a parachute connected to a
load.1 Using a 10-degree-of-freedom(DOF) representation, Wolf
established that stability is reduced as riser length is increased or
parachute weight is increased and that stability is improved by
increasing parachute axial and normal aerodynamic force. Later,
Doherr and Schilling reported on the development of a nine-DOF
dynamic model.2 By comparing results from six- and nine-DOF
models, they conclude a nine-DOF model adequately predicts sta-
bility characteristics.Furthermore, their work established the sensi-
tivity of the motion of a parachute and load system to atmospheric
winds. Hailiang and Zizeng used a nine-DOF model to study the
motion of a parafoil and payload system.3 In contrast to Doherr and
Schilling, they reported only small differences in the motion and
stability between six- and nine-DOF dynamic models.2 In studying
Fig. 1 Parafoil and payload system.
Fig. 2 Parafoil canopy geometry.
stability characteristicsas a function of the pitch inertia of the pay-
load,Hailiang and Zizeng found the decay ratio and period increase
as pitch inertiais increased.3 Iosilevskiiestablishedcenterof gravity
and lift coef cient limits for a gliding parachute.4 Brown analyzed
the effects of scale andwing loadingon a parafoil using a linearized
model based on computer calculated aerodynamic coef cients.5
Brown found that steady-state turn response of small parafoils is
more sensitive to control inputs than larger parafoils. More recent
effortsby Zhu et al. as well as Gupta et al. have incorporatedparafoil
structuraldynamics into the dynamicmodel of a parachuteand pay-
load system.6;7 A signi cant amount of literature has been amassed
in the area of experimental parafoil dynamics beginningwith Ware
andHassellwho investigatedram-air parachutes in a wind tunnelby
varying wing area and wing chord.8 More recently, extensive  ight
tests havebeen reportedonNASA’s X-38 parafoilprovidingsteady-
state data and aerodynamicsfor large-scaleparafoils.9;10 This paper
considers a payload that has an attached parafoil with brakes used
as the control mechanism. Using a dynamic modeling approach
similar to Doherr and Schilling and Hailiang and Zizeng, stability
and control characteristics of this system are examined.2;3 Particu-
lar attention is paid to steady-statecontrol response as a function of
fundamental design parameters such as parafoil canopy geometry,
angle of incidence, and varying control de ection.
Parafoil and Payload Dynamic Model
Figure 1 shows a schematicof the dynamicsystemthat consistsof
a payload body connected to a parafoil canopy.A constant velocity
joint couples the parafoil and payload components at point C. The
inertial frame shown in Fig. 1 is  xed to the surface of the Earth.
With the exception of movable parafoil brakes, the parafoil canopy
is considered to be a  xed shape once it has completely in ated.
Figures 2 and 3 show a schematic of the parafoil canopy geometry.
Connected to each panel are brakes that change the aerodynamic
loads on the parafoil when they are de ected. The parafoil canopy
is connected to joint C by a rigid massless link from the mass cen-
ter of the canopy. The payload is connected to joint C by a rigid
massless link from themass center of the payload.Both the parafoil
and the payload are free to rotate about joint C but are constrained
by the force and moment at the joint. The combined system of the
Fig. 3 Angle of incidence.
parafoil canopy and the payload are modeled with nine DOF, in-
cluding three inertial position components of the joint C as well
as the three Euler orientation angles of the parafoil canopy and the
payload. The kinematic equations for the parafoil canopy and the
payload are provided in Eqs. (1–3):8<:
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The dynamic equations are formed by  rst separating the system
at the coupling joint, then exposing the joint constraint force and
moment acting on both bodies. The translationaland rotational dy-
namics are inertially coupled because the position degrees of free-
dom of the system are the inertial position vector components of
the coupling joint. The constraint force is a quantity of interest to
monitor during the simulation so that it is retained in the dynamic
equations rather than being algebraically eliminated. Equation (4)
representsthe translationaland rotationaldynamicequationsof both
the parafoil and payload concatenated into matrix form:266664
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The matrix in Eq. (4) is a block 4£ 4 matrix, where each element is
a 3£ 3 matrix. Rows 1–3 in Eq. (4) are forces acting on the payload
mass center expressed in the payload frame, and rows 7–9 are the
moments about the payloadmass center also in the payload frame.
Rows 4–6 in Eq. (4) are forces acting on the parafoil mass center
expressed in the parafoil frame, and rows 10–12 are the moments
about the parafoil mass center also in the parafoil frame. The S ji
matrices are cross-productoperator matrices, working on different
vectors from i to jassociatedwith the system con guration.
S ji D
24 0 ¡zi j yi jzi j 0 ¡xi j
¡yi j xi j 0
35 (5)
The matrix Tb represents the transformationmatrix from an inertial
reference frame to the payload reference frame,
Tb D
24 cµb cÃb cµb sÃb ¡sµbsÁb sµb cÃb ¡ cÁb sÃb sÁb sµb sÃb C cÁb cÃb cµb sÁb
cÁb sµb cÃb C sÁb sÃb cÁb sµb sÃb ¡ sÁb cÃb cÁb cµb
35 (6)
whereas, Tp represents the transformation matrix from an inertial
reference frame to the parafoil reference frame.
Tp D
24 cµp cÃ p cµp sÃ p ¡sµpsÁ p sµ p cÃ p ¡ cÁ p sÃ p sÁ p sµp sÃ p C cÁ p cÃ p cµp sÁ p
cÁ p sµ p cÃp C sÁ p sÃ p cÁ p sµp sÃ p ¡ sÁ p cÃ p cÁ p cµ p
35 (7)
The common shorthandnotation for trigonometric functions is em-
ployed, where sin.®/´ s® , cos.®/´ s® , and tan.®/´ t® . The matri-
ces Ib and I p represent the mass moment of inertia matrices of the
payload and the parafoil body with respect to their respectivemass
centers, and the matrices IF and IM represent the apparent mass
force coef cient matrix and apparentmass moment coef cient ma-
trix respectively:
IF D
24A 0 00 B 0
0 0 C
35 (8)
IM D
24IA 0 00 IB 0
0 0 IC
35 (9)
Equations (11–14) provide the right-hand side vector of Eq. (4).
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where
Sbw D
24 0 ¡rb qbrb 0 ¡pb
¡qb pb 0
35 (14)
S pw D
24 0 ¡r p qpr p 0 ¡pp
¡qp pp 0
35 (15)
The weight force vectors on both the parafoil and payload in their
respectivebody axes are given in Eqs. (16) and (17).
Wb D mbg
8<:
¡sµb
sÁb cµb
cÁb cµb
9=; (16)
Wp D mPg
8<:
¡sµp
sÁ p cµp
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9=; (17)
Equation (18) gives aerodynamic force on the payload from drag,
which acts at the center of pressure of the payload assumed to be
located at the payload’s center.
F bA D ¡
1
2
½ AbVbC
b
D
(
ub
vb
wb
)
(18)
The payload frame components of the payload’s mass center veloc-
ity that appear in Eq. (18) are computed using Eq. (19).8<:
ub
vb
wb
9=; D Tb
8<:
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Py
Pz
9=;C Sbw
8><>:
½bx
½by
½bz
9>=>; (19)
The shape of the parafoil canopy is modeled by joining panels
of the same cross section side by side at angles with respect to a
horizontal plane. The i th panel of the parafoil canopy experiences
lift and drag forces that are modeled usingEqs. (20) and (21),where
u i ; vi ; wi are the velocity components of the center of pressure of
the i th canopy panel in the i th canopy panel frame.11
L i D 1
2
½Ai
p
u2i Cw2i CLi
8<:
wi
0
¡ui
9=; (20)
Di D ¡1
2
½AiViC
p
Di
8<:
ui
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9=; (21)
Equation (20) provides the total aerodynamic force on the parafoil
canopy.
FA D
nX
i D 1
Ti .L i C Di / (22)
The opening of the parafoil is modeled as the area increasing non-
linearly over time similar to the approach taken by Wolfe and
Peterson.12 When the parafoil is released from its pack, each panel
area Ai of the parafoil is small and increasesover time until reaching
the  nal panelarea.The increasein panel area ismodeledas a known
nonlinear function.Computationallythe panel area is obtainedat an
arbitrary time by linear interpolation of a table of data. This ap-
proach is not meant to completely model the complicated process
of parafoil in ation but rather provide a realistic initial disturbance.
The applied moment about the parafoil’s mass center contains
contributions from the steady aerodynamic forces and the coupling
joint’s resistanceto twisting.Themoment causedby a panel’s steady
aerodynamic forces is computed with a cross product between the
distance vector from the mass center of the parafoil to the center of
pressure of the panel and the force itself. Equation (23) gives the
total moment from the steady aerodynamic forces:
MA D
nX
i D 1
SC Pip Ti .L i C Di / (23)
where
Ti D
241 0 00 c®i ¡s®i
0 s®i c®i
35 (24)
The resistance to twisting of the coupling joint is modeled as a
rotational spring and damper given by Eq. (25):
Mc D
8<:
0
0
Kc. QÃp ¡ QÃb/C Cc. PQÃ p ¡ PQÃ b/
9=; (25)
The angles QÃp and QÃb are the modi ed Euler yaw angles of the
parafoil and payload that come from a modi ed sequence of ro-
tations where the Euler yaw angle is the  nal rotation. The Euler
yaw angles QÃ p and QÃb for the modi ed sequence of rotations can
be related to the original Euler angles by Eqs. (26) and (27):
QÃp D tan¡1
³
sÁ p sµp cÃ p ¡ cÁ p sÃ p
cµ p cÃ p
´
(26)
QÃb D tan¡1
³
sÁbsµb cÃb ¡ cÁb sÃb
cµb cÃb
´
(27)
From the samemodi ed sequenceof rotations, PQÃ p and PQÃ b are given
in Eqs. (28) and (29):
PQÃ p D ¡c QÃ p t Qµp pp C s QÃ p t Qµpqp C r p (28)
PQÃb D ¡c QÃb t Qµb pb C s QÃb t Qµbqb C rb (29)
where
t Qµp D
cÁ p sµ p cÃ p C sÁ p sÃ p
cµp cÃ p
c QÃ p (30)
t Qµb D
cÁb sµb cÃb C sÁb sÃb
cµb cÃb
c QÃb (31)
Given the state vector of the system, the 12 linear equations in
Eq. (4) are solved to obtain derivatives of the state vector along
with the coupling joint constraint force components required for
numerical simulation.
Results
The system of equations given in Eq. (4) is solved using LU
decomposition and the equations of motion just described are nu-
merically integrated using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm
to generate the trajectory of the system from its point of release.
Simulations under different conditions are performed so that the
performance of the controllable parafoil and payload system can
be evaluated. The payload is a cube measuring 1.0 ft (0.3 m) on a
side and has a weight of 10 lbf (44 N) with uniform density. The
parafoil consists of  ve panels as shown in Fig. 2, each having
dimensions of 1:25£ 2:5 ft (0:38£ 0:76 m) and having a com-
binedweight of 0.5 lbf (2.2 N). The mass center of each panel from
its base is 1.3 ft (0.4 m). The parafoil panel area remains small
from the release of the parafoil until 0.6 s when the panel areas in-
crease until 2.9 s when the  nal areas are reached.The length of the
rigid links from the coupling joint to the payload mass center and
the coupling joint to the parafoil mass center are rc! b D 3:0Kb ft
(0:91Kb m) and rc! p D¡0:5I p ¡ 4:0Kp ft (¡0:15¡ 1:22 m), re-
spectively. The rotational stiffness and damping at joint C were
chosen to be 0.35 lb ¢ ft/rad (0.47 N ¢m/rad) and 0.025 lb ¢ ft/rad2
(0.034 N ¢m/rad2), which were suf cient to maintain the parafoil
and payload within 10 deg of yaw angle. The panel aerodynamic
coef cients used in the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. The gener-
ated coef cients are representativeof the general parafoil simulated
and have the same trends as data collected for parafoilsover a broad
range of dimensions.8;10;13 The six apparent mass coef cients are
based of the following formulas of Lissaman and Brown,14 where,
t , c, and b are the thickness,chord, and span of the parafoil.The ap-
propriate air densitymust multiply the coef cients in Eqs. (32–37).
A D kA¼.t 2b=4/ (32)
Table 1 Parafoil dimensions
Parameters Values
t 0.33 ft
c 2.5 ft
b 6.0 ft
a¤ 0.17
A¤ 2.4
Table 2 Apparent mass and correction
coef cients
Apparent
Correction coef cients mass coef cients
Parameters Values Parameters Values
kA 0.913 A 0.0001
kB 0.339 B 0.0002
kC 0.771 C 0.0466
k¤A 0.630 IA 0.1141
k¤B 0.872 IB 0.0111
k¤C 1.044 IC 0.0033
Fig. 4 Lift and drag coef cients for varying brake de ections.
B D kB¼.t 2c=4/ (33)
C D kC¼.c2b=4/ (34)
IA D k¤A¼.c2b3=48/ (35)
IB D k¤B .4c4b=48¼/ (36)
IC D k¤C¼.t2b3=48/ (37)
The apparent mass coef cients in Eqs. (32–37) have three-
dimensional correction factors that are also given by Lissaman and
Brown that depend on the aspect ratio A¤ and the arc-to-span ratio
a¤. For the properties of the parafoil listed in Table 1, Eqs. (32–37)
and the three-dimensionalcorrectionfactorsare evaluatedand listed
in Table 2.
For the baseline simulation the parafoil and payload system is
released from an altitude of 5000 ft with a level speed of 50 ft/s.
The panel angles ®1, ®3, as shown in Fig. 2, are 35 and 15 deg,
respectively; ®5 is 0 deg; and the angle of incidence is ¡8.5 deg.
Baseline simulation results are shown in Figs. 5–10. Figure 5 plots
pitch angle vs time of the payloadand parafoil,which shows a large
negativepitchof theparafoilandpayloadas a resultof the largeaero-
dynamic forces on the payload and the small aerodynamic forces
on the parafoil before it fully opens. The opening of the parafoil at
0.6 s begins an increase in aerodynamic forces on the parafoil, and
the pitch angles of both the payload and parafoil begin to increase
before settling to ¡7.0 deg for the payload and ¡29.5 deg for the
parafoil. The body pitch rates of the payload and parafoil shown in
Fig. 6 oscillate at a frequency of 2 Hz during the opening of the
Fig. 5 Pitch angle vs time.
Fig. 6 Body pitch rate vs time.
Fig. 7 Velocity vs time.
parafoil at 0.6 s and decay to near 0 by 12.0 s. The vertical velocity,
forward velocity, aerodynamicangleof attack,and constraintforces
shown in Figs. 7–9 also show similar oscillatorycharacteristicsdur-
ing the openingof the parafoiland reach steady states by 12.0 s. The
altitude of the payloadmass center vs time shown in Fig. 10 begins
to decrease rapidly during the opening of the parafoil but reaches
a steady glide rate after the pitch angle of the payload and parafoil
have reached their steady-state values.
Fig. 8 Aerodynamic angle of attack vs time.
Fig. 9 Constraint forces vs time.
Fig. 10 Altitude vs time.
For a controllable parafoil a subject of interest is the control au-
thority of both large and small brake de ections. The control re-
sponse to a brake de ection is dependent on the orientation of the
panelangles.A set of ninedifferentcasesof panelorientationis used
in the following trade studies and is de ned in Table 3. Figure 11
shows the response of the baseline parafoil with a ¡3.0-deg angle
of incidence and a constant small right side brake of 10 deg applied
after a 10-s settling period. Cases C, D, and E have negative turn
Table 3 Panel angles
Panel angle, deg
Case Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 3 Panel 4 Panel 5
A 15 ¡15 10 ¡10 0
B 19 ¡19 11 ¡11 0
C 23 ¡23 12 ¡12 0
D 27 ¡27 13 ¡13 0
E 31 ¡31 14 ¡14 0
F 35 ¡35 15 ¡15 0
G 39 ¡39 16 ¡16 0
H 43 ¡43 17 ¡17 0
I 47 ¡47 18 ¡18 0
Fig. 11 Cross range vs time (angle of incidence=¡3.0 deg, 10-deg
right brake).
Fig. 12 Turn rate vs time (angle of incidence=¡3.0 deg, 10-deg right
brake).
rates for the small right side brake, whereas cases F and G have
positive turn rates. The control authority of small braking reverses
as the orientation of the panel angles become more curved. The
baseline parafoil with a ¡3.0-deg angle of incidence demonstrates
two modes of control.The mode of control for the less curved cases
A–E is roll steering. The  atter parafoil uses increased lift, which
dominates drag from the 10-deg brake to roll the parafoil and sub-
sequently yaw. The mode of control for the more curved cases F–I
is skid steering. Increased drag dominates lift, and increased drag
on the right side of the parafoil generates yawing of the parafoil.
Figure 12 shows the turn rates vs time for the  ve parafoil cases
shown in Fig. 11. The negative sign on the turn rate signi es the
turn is counterclockwise if looking down on the parafoil. It can be
seen that the turn rates settle to a near constant value by 22 s for all
 ve panel cases. A critical panel orientation occurs between cases
E and F where the parafoil switches from roll steering to skid steer-
ing and a small brake would fail to generate yawing. Turn rates are
shown in Fig. 13 vs panel case for three angles of incidence:¡3.0,
¡7.0, and¡13.0 deg. The critical panel orientation changes as the
angle of incidence is decreased.The critical panel orientation for a
¡3.0-deg angle of incidence is between cases E and F, for¡7.0 deg
the critical angle is between F and G, and for ¡13.0 deg the criti-
cal angle is between G and H. Reducing the angle of incidence or
reducing the curvature of the parafoil canopy moves the mode of
steering toward roll steer and decreases the control authority of a
nominally skid steering parafoil and increases the control authority
of a nominally roll steer parafoil. Iacomini and Cerimele observed
this trend in NASA’s X-38, which is a skid steering parafoil, not-
ing that making the angle of incidencemore severe “decreased turn
rates for a given turn setting.”9
To investigatethe sensitivityof the control responsecausedby the
lift to drag ratio of the parafoil, the drag curvesshown in Fig. 4 were
held constant while the lift curves were varied§15%. The control
response is dependenton the lift-to-drag ratio of the panels, and the
turn rates are shown in Fig. 14 vs steady-state lift-to-drag ratio for
three angles of incidence:¡3.0, ¡7.0, and ¡13.0 deg. Similar to
varyingpanel curvature,a critical lift-to-dragratio occurswhere the
parafoilswitches fromroll steeringto skidsteeringanda small break
fails to generateyawing.The critical lift-to-dragratio changesas the
angle of incidence is decreased. The critical lift-to-drag ratio for a
¡3.0-degangleof incidenceis 2.04deg; for¡7.0 deg and¡13.0deg
no critical lift-to-dragratio is reached,and a skid steeringmode does
not occur.
Fig. 13 Turn rate vs panel case (10-deg right brake).
Fig. 14 Turn rate vs lift-to-drag ratio (10-deg right brake).
Fig. 15 Turn rate vs brake de ection.
The control authority of the parafoil also depends on the mag-
nitude of the control input. The turn rate is shown vs control input
in Fig. 15 for panel case F and an angle of incidence of ¡7.0 deg.
As shown in Fig. 13, this corresponds to a roll steer mode at small
brakede ections. It can be seen in Fig. 15 that the roll steeringmode
increases its control authority until a brake de ection of 15 deg is
reached. After 15 deg the steering transitions toward a skid steer-
ing mode as brake de ection is increased until the parafoil reaches
skid steering at 17.5 deg. The roll steeringmode transitions to skid
steering as the brake de ection increases and drag begins to domi-
nate. Iacomini and Cerimele have observed, although attributed to
brake re ex, the phenomenon of a control reversal for small brake
de ections in NASA’s X-38 program.10 In fact, parafoilsmostly op-
erate in a skid steering mode when the brake de ections are large.
It should be clear from the trends in Figs. 13 and 15 that a parafoil
can be designed to never roll steer even for even the smallest brake
de ections. A parafoil that skid steers for all of the brake de ec-
tions, curvatures, and angles of incidence however maintains the
observed trends, namely, that skid steering control authority is in-
creasedas brakede ectionis increased,panel curvatureis increased,
and the angleof incidencebecomes less negative.More importantly,
a parafoil that demonstrates roll steering only for small brake de-
 ections such as the parafoil in Fig. 15 can be modi ed to eliminate
all roll steering tendencies by changing the curvature or angle of
incidence.
Conclusions
Usinga nine-degree-of-freedom  ightdynamicmodel, it hasbeen
shown that parafoil and payload systems exhibit two basic modes
of directional control: skid steering and roll steering for small brake
de ections. For a particular con guration the mode of directional
control depends on the angle of incidence and the panel orienta-
tion. The parafoil’s mode of directional control is skid steering for
canopies of “high” curvature and “smaller” negative angles of inci-
dence. The mode of directionalcontrol transitionstoward roll steer-
ing as the canopy curvature decreases or the angle of incidence
becomes more negative. The mode of directional control also tran-
sitions away from the roll steering mode as the magnitude of the
brake de ection increases, and for “large” brake de ections most
parafoils will always skid steer. Control reversal is usually undesir-
able, and because parafoils have a tendency to skid steer for large
brake de ections care needs to be taken to knowand avoid the range
of small braking that can induce roll steering. With careful design
a parafoil and payload system can be properly modi ed so that roll
steering can be eliminated all together.
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